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**ABSTRACT**

As technology develops, the rapid increase in PV capacity will affect the grid. This makes it important to determine the PV limit that can be injected into the grid defined as the PV Hosting Capacity (PVHC). In this paper, the author evaluates and analyzes the impact of PV connections on medium voltage distribution lines (20kV) using ETAP 19.01 simulation. A medium voltage Grid with a capacity of 30MVA, has an industrial load varies from 650 kVA to 25 kVA with the total load capacity of 2225 KVA. The loads are supplied from two sources, grid and PV system. The simulation results state that the best of grid performance which provide the best losses and voltage condition when connecting 100% capacity of PV to the existing grid network is by setting the inverter power factor to 0.9. This setting will provide lowest power losses of 0.7 kW and improve the voltage value.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Open pit mining is one of the mining methods, where mining activities are influenced by climate and mine water. Rooftop PV utilization dominates both residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. Since the launch of the ESDM Ministerial Regulation governing the utilization of the Rooftop PLTS system in December 2018, Indonesia's PLN (State Electricity Company) customers installed to date have reached 2,566 with a total installed capacity of 18.19 MWp. The industrial sector is the largest contributor with a capacity of 7,757 MWp from 16 customers, followed by the household sector with a capacity of 5,151 MWp from a total of 2,151 customers, and the business sector with a capacity of 1,910 MWp with a total of 190 customers. The last three sequences contributed to the capacity of PLTS Roof in the social sector, Government, and special services. Industrial loads are generally connected to the medium voltage network. Utilizing PV systems in the provision of electricity needs can help reduce the cost of electricity bills. On the other hand, products manufactured using Green Energy technology have more value in the international market. Carbon credit owned by an industry that uses Green Energy technology is also very beneficial from the user (industry) side.

As technology develops, current PV systems not only operate Off-Grid but also On-Grid. An off-Grid PV system is a stand-alone system PV power plant. While On-grid, connected to the utility power grid. Connecting the PV system to the power distribution network level will change the characteristics of the distribution network (Koutroumpezis & Safigianni, 2010). PV systems are becoming a widely used choice because of several advantages, including the most cost-effective choice, widespread availability of raw materials (solar panels), low repair, pollution-free, longevity, and abundance. However, the integration of the DG system into the main grid
can also cause several problems such as voltage regulation, frequency and power variation, power quality, reliability, stability and protection issues, safety, synchronization, grid operation economics, efficiency, and lower cost (Kumar, 2020). The higher power supplied by the inverter, the higher disturbance generated in the system (Gusdhi & Sudiarto, 2020). A rapid increase in PV capacity will cause negative effects on the grid, such as overvoltage, and potential reserve power flow (which can damage/affect the operation of the protection system) from line congestion which leads to additional heat in the conductors and cables. This makes it important to determine the limit of PV that can be injected into the grid, without forcing the operating performance indicators in extreme failure conditions (Esau et al., 2023). The limit of PV systems that can be integrated into the electricity network can be defined as the PV Hosting Capacity (PVHC). PVHC plays an important role in establishing the characteristics of network problems that arise as a result of connection and can also determine the mitigation of prevention against violations of abnormal conditions in the network due to the integration of the PV system (Kazemi-Robati et al., 2022).

Most utilities accept 15% PV penetration as a ratio of the PV capacity that can be injected into the utility grid (Ding et al., 2016). Based on the regulations of the Indonesian National Electricity Company (PLN), the PV penetration rate that can be connected to the 20KV national electricity distribution network is 25% of the peak load, where this research looks at the network frequency response which does not cross the Indonesian grid code limit of 50Hz (Darussalam & Garniwa, 2018). Several studies confirm that 10%-50% of Distributed Generator (DG) penetration can be safely absorbed by the electricity network. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that adequate DG integration into the utility grid at a suitable location can improve the voltage profile and voltage stability along with reducing active and reactive power losses (Juanuwanattanakul & Masoum, 2012). Research (Ul Abideen et al., 2020), determines PVHC by assuming the generation of PV systems iteratively increases from normal conditions 74% of the total maximum load capacity, increased gradually to 100% of normal load consumption. It was found that the penetration rate at residential loads was between 82% and 150%, industrial 31%, while commercial ones were limited by available roof space.

On the other hand, many studies have focused on the Power Quality produced by PV Inverters and the stability of the network (Grid). Most studies evaluating the impact of PV penetration into the grid are on Voltage Magnitude and Reserve Power flow. However, several studies have also evaluated the impact of not interfering with the actual grid function. Connecting small-scale PV systems to the grid network considers changes in the profile of the load curve, the harmonic component of the current waveform, and the variation in consumer power factor (PF) calculated by the grid operator. The grid operator finds that the interaction between the PV Generator and the load can cause the PF to be low on the Grid side. Even when the PV system and load operate separately within acceptable limits (de Parijós Junior et al., 2023). The research was carried out by simulating PV generation connected to a grid network, with 80% loading of the transformer capacity, where each node has the same value, a load power factor of 0.95, and a constant load. It is known that as the distance of PV DG from the secondary side of the transformer increases, the reactive power compensation required also increases (Arshad & Lehtonen, 2018). In (Ding et al., 2016), the author found that the power factor of the PV inverter affects the PVHC well, and the setting in volts/var plays an important role in improving the voltage profile. In (Hung et al., 2013), the author focuses on testing the location and size of the PVDG where the optimal power factor of the individual DG units is an important part of minimizing power losses which are always neglected. The author in (Esmaili et al., 2014), proved that the DG problem can influence the status of network voltage and network losses. Where power losses are an important part of the distribution system and must be kept low and controlled. In (Fatima, Püvi, Arshad, et al., 2021), the author conducted research on the impact of the number of PV integration on network losses. Power flow analysis is an important step in calculating losses. Network losses will initially start to decrease from their original value, until the PV penetration rate results in minimal losses, losses will increase again when further PV power is exceeded. The trend of increasing losses forms a U-shaped curve.

Based on the literature above, it is very important to analyse the PVDG connection to the distribution network. In low-voltage networks, voltage rise is the most important factor limiting PVHC (Fatima, Püvi, & Lehtonen, 2021). The author in (Torquato et al., 2018) argues that things that affect PVHC on LV include the number of subscribers, the length of the LV network, connection scenarios, and the load distribution of each type of customer. Reactive power is of little consequence as a result of PV integration in the LV network. However, connection to medium voltage networks needs to be considered (Bollen & Rönberg, 2017). Therefore, in this paper, the author analyses the impact of PVDG connection on medium voltage distribution lines. The entire
METHOD

This paper evaluates the impact of integrated PV systems on the 20kv medium grid voltage grid. The impact evaluation was carried out through the ETAP 19.01 simulation. A medium voltage network system from the Grid with a capacity of 30MVA connected to a 150KV-20KV step-down transformer with a capacity of 6MVA. This system supplies medium voltage network loads. Assuming the Lump Load is an industrial load, where the Lump Load is a type of load with a combination of static load and motor equipment. The load capacity varies with a total of 2225 KVA, with a spread ranging from 650 KVA, 365 KVA, 440 KVA, 175 KVA, 195 KVA, 175 KVA, 200 KVA, and 25 KVA. Each load is supplied from two sources of electricity, namely electricity from the Grid and the PV system. This paper is intended to determine the penetration impact of PV systems that are connected parallel to the utility medium voltage network, from the perspective of the grid and the owner of the PV system. The stages of the research are attached as follows:

Figure 1. Research flowchart

A. Single Line Diagrams
The medium voltage electrical network is assumed to be the following network model:

Figure 2. Single Line Diagram
The network model is used based on (Bajagain et al., 2020), where the PV connection occurs at each load point. It is assumed that each load is supplied using two sources of electricity, namely utilities and PLTS Roof, with a total network length of 4 km.

B. Industrial Loads
It is assumed that industrial loads in the simulation use Lump Loads. A lump Load is a type of power system load that contains a lot of electric motors. This load is assumed to be applied to a feeder which has a combined motor load and static load. Lump Load has basic specifications for voltage level and power capacity complete with power factor. The load power factor is determined at the beginning with a lagging value of 0.85. Distribution starts from 650 KVA, 365 KVA, 440 KVA, 175 KVA, 195 KVA, 175 KVA, 200 KVA, and 25 KVA.

C. PV Penetration
PV penetration is assumed to be the percentage rate of PV that is parallel to the utility grid. The penetration rate starts from 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, and 100% of the total installed load capacity. PLTS Roof is installed at each load connection point on the network. There are seven points connecting the PLTS Roof parallel to the utility grid at seven load points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utility grid</td>
<td>Swing, 30 MVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>6 MVA, 150kV/20kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>20kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lump Load</td>
<td>650kVA, 365 kVA, 440kVA, 175kVA, 195kVA, 175kVA, 200kVA, 25kVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV Penetration</td>
<td>15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network length</td>
<td>4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable</td>
<td>50Hz, XLPE 100% 33kV 3/C CU 35mm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Result

A. Scenario I
In the experiment, I, the electrical network from the SLD above was tested with a power flow simulation at ETAP 19.01. Scenario I, where the entire load is supplied purely from the 30MVA utility Grid without penetration of the Roof PLTS. The simulation results show that there is a drop in voltage on buses 8 and 9 so the status of buses 8 and 9 is Undervoltage. Network losses are 10.4 kW, system PF is 0.89, and the system voltage drop percentage is 1.36 p.u.

B. Scenario II
Experiment II is an experimental scenario where the network simulation is carried out by parallelizing the PLTS Roof from each load connection point. 100% Roof PLTS inverter Power Factor, as a unity factor. With rooftop PLTS penetration ranging from 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, and 100% of the total installed load capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV Penetration</th>
<th>% PF’s System</th>
<th>% Voltage Drop</th>
<th>Losses (kW)</th>
<th>%PF’s Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>87, 48</td>
<td>1.32 (T1)</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>89.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>86, 58</td>
<td>1.31 (T1)</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>89.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>85, 53</td>
<td>1.29 (T1)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>89.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>84, 40</td>
<td>1.28 (T1)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>89.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>83, 23</td>
<td>1.27 (T1)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>89.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Scenario III

Experiment III is an experimental scenario where the network simulation is carried out by parallelizing the PLTS Roof from each load connection point. The Power Factor of the Roof PLTS inverter is 90%, and 10% reactive power injection. With rooftop PLTS penetration ranging from 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, and 100% of the total installed load capacity.

Table 3. PF PV 90%, PF load and Grid 0.85

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV Penetration</th>
<th>%PF’s System</th>
<th>% Voltage Drop</th>
<th>Losses (kW)</th>
<th>%PF’s Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>89.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>89.73</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>89.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>89.79</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>89.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>89.86</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>89.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>89.93</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>89.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>89.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45%</td>
<td>90.07</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>90.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>90.15</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>90.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>91.52</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>90.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Scenario IV

Experiment IV is an experimental scenario where the network simulation is carried out by parallelizing the PLTS Roof from each load connection point. The Power Factor of the Roof PLTS inverter is 80%, and 20% reactive power injection. With rooftop PLTS penetration ranging from 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, and 100% of the total installed load capacity.

Table 4. PF PV 80%, PF load and Grid 0.85

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV Penetration</th>
<th>%PF’s System</th>
<th>% Voltage Drop</th>
<th>Losses (kW)</th>
<th>%PF’s Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>90.58</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>89.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>90.99</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>89.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>91.43</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>89.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>91.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>89.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>92.39</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>89.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>92.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>89.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45%</td>
<td>93.42</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>90.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>93.94</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>90.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>90.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

A. Power Factor

Reactive power plays an important role in sustaining the voltage, and the PV hosting capacity can be affected by changing the power factor of the PV inverter. The smaller the value of the power factor (leading), the more reactive power will be generated from the PV inverter to the feeder, so the hosting capacity should not be reduced. Unlike the unity constant power factor, the volt/var control automatically adjusts the relative power output of the PV inverter based on the voltage (Ding et al., 2016).

In all research scenarios, it is determined that the load and the grid have a lagging power factor of 0.85. In scenario I, where the load is fully supplied from the electricity grid, a power flow simulation is carried out, and there is an Undervoltage situation on buses 8 and 9. With a system, a power factor percentage of 89.51% and a total power factor of the entire load is 89.51%.
Scenario II, inverter power factor 100%, or as a unity factor.

![Figure 3. 100% Inverter Power Factor](image)

In scenario III, the inverter power factor is determined as 90% active power and 10% reactive power.

![Figure 4. 90% Inverter Power Factor](image)

In scenario IV, the inverter power factor is determined as 80% active power and 20% reactive power.

![Figure 5. 80% Inverter Power Factor](image)
As the PV system produces active power to feed the load, it causes less active power demand from the grid, directly impacting the power factor on the grid side. In (de Parijós Junior et al., 2023), the results of the study show that, when the PV system power is close to or equal to the active power required by the load, the calculated power factor on the grid side will be close to zero.

The results of this study can be seen in Figure 3. Graph of the power factor where the power factor of the PV inverter system is set at 100% as the unity factor. The results show that the greater the penetration value of a Rooftop PLTS that is integrated with the grid will affect the grid side power factor. Solar Rooftop penetration of 100% of the installed load capacity makes the power factor on the grid side worth 42.84%. Where this value is the power factor value which is not permitted in the electrical connection regulations. In the scenario I, the permissible PV penetration rate integrated with the grid is limited to 25% with a power factor of 85.53%. In scenario III, the inverter power factor is determined to be 90%. In this scenario, the total penetration of integrated PV to the grid increases to 100%, with a good power factor of 91.52% on the grid side. The same is the case with scenario IV, where the inverter power factor is determined as 80%. The amount of PV penetration that can be integrated with the grid also reaches 100% with a calculated power factor on the grid side of 99.99%. So, in this case, the power factor can be said to have an influence on the amount of PV penetration that can be integrated into the grid network. In this case, the PV inverter power factor can be set at 80% and 90% levels to keep the grid side power factor within safe limits, not violating electrical safety and security regulations.

B. Losses

![Figure 6. System Losses for different Power Factor](image)

![Figure 7. U-Shape Power Factor's Curve](image)
Reactive power control is used to optimize system loss reduction. Reactive power regulation is also known as a volt/var control strategy in distribution systems (Liu et al., 2015). In this study, it was found that the power factor setting on the PV inverter affects the overall system losses. Among the four scenarios above, the lowest losses are obtained at a PV inverter power factor of 90%. This is related to the theory that, the more power flows, the greater the current flowing in the network (1).

\[ P = I^2 R \]  

(1)

\[ S_{node} = (P_{load} - P_{pv}) + j (Q_{load} - Q_{pv}) \]  

(2)

Nodal Current = \( S_{node} \)/(V_{node})  

(3)

Where:

- \( P \) = conductivity loss (W)
- \( R \) = total conductor resistance (Ω)
- \( I \) = average load current (A)

In (Soleh & Taryo, n.d.) and (Fatima, Püvi, Arshad, et al., 2021), in equations (1), (2), and (3). It is said that network losses generally result in cable resistance and can be reduced by a certain amount of PV penetration by supplying the load locally. However, a higher level of PV integration can interrupt system balance during reverse power flow, thereby increasing system losses. According to the results of the author's research, the effect of adding reactive power with a greater percentage causes an increase in system losses.

When the PV inverter power factor is 100% (unity factor), system losses are 1.8. And when the PV inverter power factor is 90%, the system losses become 0.7. There is a reduction in the value of losses with changes in the power factor above. However, when the PV inverter power factor was lowered to 80%, the system losses again increased to 1.3. So that the Losses curve forms a U-Shape curve. Based on these results, it can be said that PV penetration that can be integrated into the grid network reaches 100% with low system losses, namely with the inverter power factor set at 90%.

C. Voltage magnitude

![Figure 8. Voltage Drop for different Power Factor](image)

Both active and reactive power is controlled to stay within the safe limit of magnitude voltage. It was found that the reactive power control method can effectively mitigate system voltage magnitude fluctuations (Liu et al., 2015). In the simulation without a PV system on the network, it can be seen in Figure 1 that the load is only supplied purely from the grid. There is an Undervoltage condition at the end of the feeder, on buses 8 and 9, and the system voltage drop percentage is 1.36 p.u, indicating a weak network.

Simulations were carried out for each scenario, with the addition of a PV system. The addition of a PV system with a hosting capacity level of 15%-100% (scenario I), and an inverter power factor of 100%, as shown in Figure 8, the greater the PV penetration, the smaller the percentage of system voltage drop. Likewise, scenario II 90%, and scenario III 80%, where each has a system voltage drop percentage of 0.37p.u and 0.11p.u. It is proven that the addition of PV can improve the voltage at the end of the feeder so that voltage failure conditions are no
longer found in the network. If the penetration of the PV system does not exceed 100% hosting capacity, there is no indication of reverse power flow, which can cause an increase in voltage at each connection point.

CONCLUSION
From the simulation, we can see that the best performance to connect 100% of the industrial load PLTS Roof to the existing grid network is by setting the inverter power factor to 90%. This refers to the volt/var method, where the PV inverter will participate in supplying the reactive power needed by the load. As it is known that industrial loads require active and reactive loads. If the PV inverter is set at 100% (unity factor), the PV will supply an entire load of active power, so that the demand for active power from the grid is reduced. On the other hand, the reactive power required by the load will be absorbed or supplied from the grid. This causes a decrease in the power factor on the grid side to close to zero and worsens the condition of the system.

Reducing the PV inverter power factor value will cause an increase in the value of network losses. As well as the simulation of an 80% PV inverter, resulting in higher system losses compared to 90%. Therefore, it can be said that the PV inverter power factor and system losses are closely related to determining the performance of the electrical network system. The difference is with the magnitude voltage percentage, that the greater the PV penetration in a network, the better the magnitude voltage in the system. However, this will only happen if the PV penetration does not exceed the hosting capacity limit, in this study, namely 100%.

Following are the results of the author's research regarding the analysis of the effect of connecting a Roof PLTS to a 20KV medium voltage network. The limitation of this study is that the PLTS Roof is connected at each load connection point, in the sense that the PV system is distributed not centralized. It is hoped that the research results can serve as a guideline for utilities and PV system designers in building the needs of Rooftop PV in order to maintain the security and reliability of the electrical network system. And it can be developed with research on connection analysis with large-scale centralized PLTS.
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